
	                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

MSF’s new media server can be found at  

http://media.msf.org 

This database of digital assets contains 
MSF’s international collection of photos, 
video and audio recordings. As of 
December 2011, it contains: 

•80,000 photos, dating back to 1968 
•800 video productions, most produced 
after 2007 
•200 audio productions, most produced 
after 2007 
New material is being added all the time, 
as well as archive material of historical and 
institutional interest. 

The database is for all MSF Staff, in the 
field and in offices worldwide. It was 
created to help us share resources, and 
make our material as accessible as 
possible across the movement. 
It is also available, in a restricted form, to 
non-MSF staff such as members of the 
media, researchers, staff of other NGOS, 
academics and students. 

media.msf.org
The media archive database of Médecins Sans Frontières / Doctors without Borders (MSF)

The media server is jointly managed by administrators in different sections. A smaller group of ‘Core Admins’ – experts in photo, 
video and audio – control the quality of the material in the database and ensure all material is well labelled.  

Core administrators will typically be located in Operational Centres, or offices that generate and commission a lot of photographic 
and audiovisual material. 

Project Manager for the database is the International Photo Editor. Contact: media.server@msf.org 
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Uploading Assets

If you are a photographer, or cameraman, or an MSF Staff, you have the possibility 
to upload assets immediately into the MSF Media Database. However, everything 
you upload will need to be approved by a Core Administrator before it is published.	  

To start your upload, click 
on ‘My working folders’ in 
the menu, top right of the 
page.

From the different options, find the folder of 
the Operational Section that will have to 
review your photos/videos before publishing 
and click ‘upload’ to add your files to this 
folder.

In the classic mode, select your 
file, by browsing to their 
directory on your computer and 
highlighting the files.  You can 
select multiple files and upload 
them as a batch (group). Click 
open to initiate the upload

When you see the message ‘all 
files were successfully uploaded’, 
click on the ‘Edit your Uploads’ 
button. 

You can either download an app to upload or choose 
‘classic upload’ 

Classic upload works through the browser, and is 
good for a few images, on a stable connection.  

The app can resume interrupted uploads so this is an 
advantage in situations where the connection is not 
stable.
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Uploading Assets with the Cortex Uploader App

To install the app on a MSF PC, you probably need an administrator password. Try 
to get it done before leaving to make sure it is fully functional in the field.	  

When you launch the app, you 
will be asked to log in, use your 
personal login details for 
media.msf.org 

In the left panel, highlight the 
folder you need, then drop the 
photos/videos onto the right 
panel. 

Click the upload button to start 
loading. 

The app provides detailed 
feedback on the uploads in 
progress

http://media.msf.org
http://media.msf.org
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Batch Management: for individual Assets

When you finished your 
upload, go to the menu top 
right of the page and choose 
‘my previous uploads’ to find 
and edit your uploaded items.

On this page you will find a 
complete list of all your uploads. 
The most recent one is on top of 
the page. 

Click ‘Edit Upload’ to start 
adding info to the photo/video
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Batch Management: for individual Assets

If you have uploaded a single file, 
you will see it displayed in a 
screen like this one here. 

Once all the mandatory fields have 
been filled, you will have the option 
to Submit. A Core Admin (determined 
based on the commissioning 
section), will check that the fields 
have been correctly filled and that all 
crucial information is present. They 
will then publish the asset(s) to the 
database. 

If they feel that relevant information 
is missing, they may contact you for 
additional information before 
publishing. This system aims to 
ensure that all new material is 
adequately captioned/shotlisted/

Confirm changes by clicking the Submit to 
Administrator link

The Simple Media Batch 
Management tool lets you supply 
important information about the 
digital asset(s) that you have 
uploaded.  

This information is essential for 
your images to be found by users, 
so be as thorough and descriptive 
as possible.
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Batch Management: for multiple Assets

If you have uploaded 
multiple files, you can use 
the batch management 
function to apply 
metadata to many assets 
at a time. E.g. all your 
photos might have been 
taken by the same 
photographer, same 
country, etc. Simply	  fill	  in	  the	  top	  form	  with	  the	  

metadata	  that	  you	  wish	  to	  apply	  to	  
mul5ple	  assets,	  and	  check	  the	  check-‐
box	  in	  each	  of	  the	  assets	  that	  you	  wish	  
to	  apply	  it	  to.	  Then	  click	  the	  bu>on	  
‘apply	  to	  all	  selected	  documents’.

You	  can	  then	  add	  the	  extra	  metadata	  that	  
is	  unique	  to	  each	  photo	  (e.g.	  cap5on)	  one	  
by	  one.	  Using	  the	  method	  described	  
earlier.

In this case, the assets forms will be preceded 
by a batch form that enables you to apply 
information to several assets at once. This 
makes filling in the information required much 
quicker and easier
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Important Notes

The quality of the information enter here is directly related to the 
ability of users to find your assets. So please take a little extra time 
and thought to ensure that fields are filled accurately and 
descriptively.

For caption fields, please don’t use the same generic description 
for all assets in a batch. For example, if you are uploading a set of 
photos from a field shoot, don’t just write generic information 
related to the shoot. Group your photos into related chunks (doctor 
treating patients; workers unloading trucks; etc.) and write 
descriptive text that is specific to those groups of images.

For videos in multiple languages, please group them by choosing 
one file as lead video. Copy the reference number of that file and 
paste it in the lead document field of the other videos.

For the Title field, write a short 
meaningful text that is unique to one 
asset. Provide information that is not 
already in other fields (such as 
country or photographer)

For videos, the system is capable of 
generating different versions for web 
or other platforms. There is no need 
to upload different resolutions of your 
video. Just upload the best quality 
version and users can choose the 
format the want to download.

The lead file appears in search results, 
and the other versions are attached to 
that video as associated files.


